Introduction
Standard broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) is a well known, established and extremely useful technique to follow the molecular dynamics of bulk materials containing polar entities over a huge frequency range (10 À 5 -10 12 Hz) under different temperature, pressure and environment conditions (see for example [1] ). Thus, several molecular processes in the bulk, at very different time scales, can be observed by means of standard BDS. In spite of these exceptional characteristics and features, standard BDS can only measure the macroscopic average dielectric response, which means that no spatial resolution can be achieved. This is an important limitation that seriously restricts the use of standard BDS to investigate heterogeneous or nano-structured systems, where spatial resolution is essential. During the last decade, some attempts to measure the local dielectric response at nano-metric scale were carried out by different groups. Most of the explored methods consist to adapt existing AFM facilities to accomplish local measurements of different quantities (capacitance [2, 3] , DC [4] [5] [6] and AC [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] electrostatic force gradients) that can be related by means of appropriated models with the dielectric response. However, these methods present some important limitations: some of them work under vacuum whereas others only account for the static dielectric permittivity or measure its frequency response over a limited frequency range. In this work we present a novel approach, based on amplitude modulation electrostatic force microscopy (AM-EFM) to measure the local dielectric response of polymer films with both nanometric lateral resolution and broad frequency band. This method can be easily implemented on standard AFM without any special instrumentation and, especially important, under room conditions or controlled atmosphere as well. Moreover, this simple method allows performing nanodielectric spectroscopy with an unprecedented broad frequency range, which could eventually be extended up to six decades. Although we use similar AFM setup than that used in some previous works, the main point of our approach is related with the fact that we directly analyze the response on the photosensor (i.e. the force signal) instead of measuring cantilever's resonance frequency or phase (i.e. force gradient signal) or the tip-sample capacitance. Advantages and limitations of this approach will be discussed.
Principles of AM-AFM operation
The basic idea of the method is to measure by means of an AFM the electric force between the tip and an insulating sample when an AC voltage is applied between the tip and a conductive doi:10.1016/j.ultramic.2011.05.001 substrate supporting the sample. The time dependence of the force can be obtained from the photosensor signal and then related with the dielectric permittivity of the sample using an appropriated model. By measuring the dielectric response at large enough values of the tip-sample distance, the repulsive contact force as well as van der Walls forces can be neglected. Therefore, under these conditions, the force between the tip and the sample is purely electrostatic and is given by F¼1/2(@C/@z)V 2 , where V is the voltage between the tip and the substrate and C the cantilever-tip-sample capacitance. When a sinusoidal voltage (V¼V 0 sin(o e t)) is applied to the probe, the 2o component of the electrostatic force is given by F 2o ¼ 1=4ð@C=@zÞV 2 0 cosð2o e tÞ. The signal of the photodiode A p gives direct access to the electrostatic force. For small forces we can assume linearity and therefore the force is given by F¼A p wk c , where k c is the stiffness of the cantilever and w is a factor of proportionality (expressed in nm/V) between the signal of the photodiode (in volts) and the deflection of the cantilever (in nm). w can be experimentally determined by means of a force-distance curve recorded on a stiff sample. Thus, by measuring with a lock-in amplifier the second harmonic of the signal from the photodiode we get:
where n indicates complex quantities and the capacity (C) contains the information about the dielectric properties of the polymer film.
Experimental details

Sample preparation
In order to test the proposed method we measured the dielectric response on different poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAcÀ [C 4 H 6 O 2 ] n À M w ¼ 33,200 g/mol) films. The samples were obtained by spin coating toluene solutions of the polymer (with different concentrations) over a gold sputtered glass electrically grounded to the sample holder. The samples were dried under room conditions for 2 h and then at 120 1C under vacuum for another 2 h. A scratch with a sharp tool was made on each sample in order to evaluate the polymer thickness from the profile measured by AFM.
EFM measurements
The experiments were performed on a Veeco Multimode AFM with a Nanoscope V controller. We used SCM-PIT coated tips having a typical free oscillation frequency (f o ) of 75 kHz and stiffness (k c ) of 4 Nm À 1 . The experiments were performed at different temperatures between room temperature and 70 1C (being the glass transition temperature of PVAc (T g ¼) 38 1C). To measure the local dielectric response of the sample by means of the AFM we used the so-called double pass method. In this way, we keep the tip oscillating in the Tapping s mode, sensing the topography of the sample, and then the tip is retracted at a given constant height (lift scan) to maintain the tip at a fixed distance from the sample surface. During the lift scan an AC voltage is applied on the tip and the second harmonic of the photosensor signal is then measured by means of a lock-in amplifier. Finally, we subtracted from the phase of the second harmonic of the photosensor signal measured at different temperatures, the corresponding value of the phase measured on the same sample well below T g (where negligible frequency dependent contributions from PVAc are expected). Thus, the phase measured at low temperatures serves as a reference signal to be subtracted in order to compensate the instrumental frequency response from the measurement system. In this way, we put on the real part of the response, all the parasite and non-controlled contributions from the cantilever and the rest of the experimental setup. Thus, the obtained phase difference only contains information about the frequency response of the material under investigation.
Finally, we would like to discuss an important point concerning to temperature control and measurement. In our experimental setup, we heat the sample from the bottom and measure the temperature just below the sample holder. This method produces a temperature gradient between the heater and the surface of the sample, which means the last is actually at a lower (and nonprecisely known) temperature. Thus, the temperature uncertainty in our experimental setup is bigger than the reported difference between bulk and local dynamics (1-3 K). Although the temperature precision is not a crucial point for the purposes of the present manuscript, we are currently working on a new system for improving both temperature control and measurement. Fig. 1 shows the phase difference, obtained as explained before, as a function of the frequency at several temperatures for a PVAc film 250 nm thick. The phase difference follows a temperature-frequency dependence qualitatively similar to that observed for the macroscopic loss dielectric permittivity for bulk PVAc [12] [13] [14] . The most relevant observation emerging from this figure is the broad frequency range (more than four decades) experimentally accessible. This is in fact the broadest range obtained so far by means of AFM based approaches. Previous frequency modulation EFM experiments (FM-EFM) based on the detection of AC force gradients [7] [8] [9] [10] were limited to cover only three decades in frequency due to the response of the first-order filter behaviour of the photosensor [15] . In this work we restricted the high frequency limit to about 37 kHz (which is half the resonance frequency of the cantilever) because we observed that the reference phase reached extremely high values increasing the uncertainties of the measured response. Using stiffer cantilevers it is expected to increase the high frequency range although, at the same time, decreasing the sensitivity. On the other hand, the low frequency limit is imposed by the thermal drift of the system. At low frequencies, the required time to measure the dielectric response increases and therefore any effect due to the thermal drift of the system will introduce bigger uncertainties. By improving the thermal stabilization of the system it would be possible to further decrease the low frequency limit. Taking into account these considerations it would be possible to increase the frequency range up to around six decades. We note that this would be comparable to the typical range used for bulk measurements. We will turn now to discuss about how the obtained phase difference is related with the expected signal from the polymer and how the film thickness and the tip-sample distance affect the measured response. Fig. 2a shows the experimental phase difference measured at 60 1C for PVAc at constant tip-sample distance and different thicknesses. We observe a clear increment of the amplitude with increasing film thickness. On the contrary, the peak position seems to be not (or very slightly) affected by the thickness. On the other hand, Fig. 3a shows the experimental phase difference measured at 60 1C for PVAc at constant thickness and different tip-sample distances. As in the previous case, we observe an increment of the phase difference with decreasing tipsample distance. In addition, we observe here a more pronounced shift of the peak maximum towards lower frequencies with decreasing tip-sample distance.
Results and discussion
In order to analyze the obtained results we will use a previously proposed model to describe the tip-sample interaction. Although this simple model is valid under certain approximations and could not be strictly applicable to our whole set of experiments, it is nevertheless a way to gain insight into the origin of the observed effects. The model, proposed by Fumagalli et al. [2] , estimates the apex capacitance based on the dihedral approximation and was also tested by finite numerical simulations (see Ref. [2] for more details). Thus, we can write the apex capacitance as a function of the sample permittivity (e), tipsample distance (z), film thickness (h) and tip geometry (apex radius (R) and cone angle (y)) as C ap ¼ 2pe 0 R lnð1þ Rð1Àsin y 0 Þ= ðz þ h=eÞÞ. Then, by derivating this expression results in:
where e n is the complex dielectric permittivity accounting for the frequency dependent effect on the sample response. We have modelled in Eq. (2) the complex dielectric permittivity using the
(see Refs. [12, 14] for more details) with the parameters that correspond to bulk PVAc at 60 1C. Measured signal A n p,2oe (see Eq. (1)) contains contributions not only from C n ap but also from 
Note that, in order to use Eq. (1), the phase difference is calculated with respect to the measurement at room temperature (well below the glass transition temperature). In this way, the phase difference only contains contributions from C n ap but not from the stray capacitance (C st ) under the assumption that the influence of the polymer on C st is negligible.
Finally, we have calculated the corresponding frequency dependence of Eq. (2) for different values of the film thickness (h) and tipsample distance (z). Fig. 2b shows the calculated phase angle values at constant tip-sample distance and different thicknesses. The thick dash dotted line represents the dielectric loss corresponding to the HN function used as input. The vertical dotted line indicates the position of the maximum for this function. The negligible (or slightly) peak maximum shift to lower frequencies with increasing sample thickness observed in the experiments is well captured by the calculated curves. We also note that, for the model, the position of the peak maximum is always at slightly higher frequencies than for the input relaxation function and that both approach for thicker films. Fig. 3b shows the calculated phase angle at constant thickness and different tip-sample distances. Again, the thick dash dotted line represents the imaginary part of the HN function used as input. We also observe here a more pronounced shift of the peak maximum towards lower frequencies with decreasing tip-sample distance in agreement with the experiments although more prominent. Again, for all cases the calculated peak appears at higher frequencies than that of the input one. This faster equivalent relaxation time, in comparison with the input value, is in agreement with previously reported results using other AFM based measurements on thin films of PVAc [8, 10] . Although these authors used different approaches, the reported faster local dynamics in the films could be, at least partially, more related with the experimental method used than being attributed to actual sample dynamics changes. In addition, as stated in previous works [7, 8] and based on our own calculations [16] , the probe volume (in the gradient mode) is about 40 nm in diameter and 20 nm in depth (although it depends on tip-sample distance) for a tip radius of about 30 nm. In the case of force mode, the probe volume is even deeper. This means that by means of EFM we are probing more near surface material but we have also important contributions from bulk-like behaviour. Taking this into account, gradient mode is more appropriated than force mode to probe small volumes (with lower bulk-like contributions). Therefore, smaller tips than those used so far are necessary to account for near surface dynamics. Only in this way we can increase sufficiently the relative contribution of the near surface polymer compared to the bulk one.
Finally, a careful analysis of Figs. 2 and 3 shows that the frequency shift of the peak maximum changes a little bit more with tip-sample distance than with sample thickness. These figures seem to indicate that measurements on thick samples and with small tipsamples distance would provide peak frequencies closer to the real response. It is worth to note that other even simpler model, based on a parallel plate capacitor description [8] , provides essentially the same characteristics which evidences that the previous findings are not substantially determined by the choice of the model. In any case, although there is a good qualitative agreement between the experimental results and the calculated curves, it is clear that more reliable models for tip-sample interaction are needed for an accurate quantitative analysis.
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a new approach to access the local dielectric response of thin films with nanoscale spatial resolution. The proposed method represents a substantial advance compared to other existing methods because it opens the way to experiments easier to implement with standard AFM under room conditions covering at the same time an unprecedented broad frequency range. In the near future, studies of the local dielectric response of biological or other soft matter materials should thus be possible. Numerical calculations, based on rather simple models to account for the tip-sample interaction, have shown to qualitatively describe the experimental results. This comparison indicates that the measured peak frequency is slightly higher than the expected one and this difference depends on the experimental details. This means that more precise models are still needed in order to provide quantification of the dielectric interaction at the nanoscale. We are currently doing some work in this direction.
